
RHINO SLIM 
DUMPED MAGNET
CHARACTERISTIC

RHINO SLIM DUMPED
MAGNETIC POWER UNDER CONTROL

Rhino Slim Dumped magnet is the magnetic lifting device 
that exploits the properties of neodymium and guarantees 
the same effectiveness as much heavier and bulkier.

The magnet is activated manually by a lever equipped with 
a safety that prevents accidental deactivation. The drive is 
carried out after placing the magnet above the manhole co-
ver. This operation eliminates the risk of injury given by the 
crushing of fingers.

The inactive magnet does not lose any magnetic field whi-
le permanently preserves its capabilities. The lifting system 
does not require maintenance and periodic verification if 
used with the opening trolleys and not for lifting suspended 
loads.

The Rhino Slim Dumped magnet is avaible in an Atex version.

Dimensions: 20,5x13,2x16 cm 

Weight: 10 kg

CODE PRODUCT STRENGHT OF TEAR REACH UP CAST IRON (MIN)

AAMGS Rhino Slim Dumped magnet 900 KG 80 KG

AAMGS-AX Rhino Slim Dumped magnet Atex 900 KG 70 KG

OPTIONAL

Attachmemnt for cranes and overhead cranes

STANDARD

Rhino Slim Dumped magnet carrying bag



DOUBLE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
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The Rhino Slim Dumped magnet integrates the unified 
quick coupler, making the magnet compatible with any 
VALIFTER lifting system.

No adverse effects Universal

he damped system ensures optimum grip of the magnet 
on manhole cover and distributes the mechanical stresses 
that act during maneuvers, optimizing the load holding 
and the stability of the cover. The mechanism allows 
the trolley to compensate for inclinations, favoring the 
opening and the closing also of manhole covers placed 
in proximity of uneven soils.

The Rhino Slim Dumped magnet does not require power 
supply, allows you to perform interventions quickly 
without renouncing safety, it frees the operator from the 
search,cleaning and use of the hooking points placed in 
the manhole covers.

The strength of neodymium, manual activation and 
aluminum insulation coating prevent the circuit from 
attracting unwanted materials, limit the worker’s exposure 
to the magnetic field and guarantee the equipment 
longevity and safe performance over time.

It is not necessary to use non-magnetic bags for 
transportation.

The only cushioned magnet Rapidity of intervention

300kg 100kg

BREAKOUT FORCE
900 KG

WORKING TEMP 
  - 40°C ~ 80°C

    DOUBLE CIRCUIT PERMANENT LIFTING MAGNET 
MOD. RHINO SLIM TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
     FEDA MANHOLE COVER OPENERS MAGNETIC SERIES 

WORKING LOAD LIMIT:
•IRON 300 Kg
•CAST IRON MANHOLE 
COVER 80 Kg
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1. Must read the instruction manual before using 
2. Forbidden to exced the rated lifting streght
3. Never susped or lift the load over people
4. Repairs must be carried out before using when 
it is demaged
5. Must be cheked by qualified people annually

      Warning

      DOUBLE CIRCUIT PERMANENT 
MAGNETIC LIFTER MOD. RHINO SLIM 

Magnete Slim 
Dumped

The Rhino Slim Dumped magnet integrates the unified 
quick coupler, making the magnet compatible with any 
VALIFTER lifting system.


